The present analysis of military operations carried out by Tatar Hordes in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has shown that these operations were basically shaped by asymmetric actions. Their main characteristics were secrecy of action up to the moment of attack, use of information-and-intelligence warfare struggle instruments, a total character of operations taken against civilians, their material resources and economic infrastructure, with use of terrorist tactics and means of psychological impact that aimed at intimidating the community under attack. The actions of Tatar Hordes were primarily focused on non-military aspects and took advantage not only of classic military tools but also a combination of political measures and instruments as well as those typical of economy, these including a variety of economic and demographic pressures. Pursuing asymmetric action was in the hands of the Giray (Gerey) dynasty one of the most important tools enabling them to effi ciently achieve their political goals in the international arena and to support the economic development of the Crimean Khanate through permanent transfers of slaves and tangible property of various sorts.
and experts in polemology 1 but it is also omnipresent in the media discourse because of contemporary terrorism, especially after the attacks of 11 September 2001 and the beginning of the so-called War on Terror. The origin of the term 'asymmetric confl ict' dates back to 1975 when an American scholar in international security studies, Andrew J.R. Mack, published his article in the journal World Politics.
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He wrote about the asymmetric confl ict understood as a signifi cant disparity in resource power between belligerents in the context of U.S. military intervention in Vietnam (1965-73) , and its various strategic interactions. 3 This innovatory concept remained ignored in the research community of political science and international relations until the end of the Cold War when, in the opinion of some researchers, the character of war and form of armed confl icts began to change completely. 4 In the history of warfare and military affairs, asymmetric confl icts have a very long tradition dating back to the beginning of human civilisation, and the term itself can be regarded as clichéd and not particularly revealing. 5 Suffi ce it to mention the biblical battle of David, armed with a slingshot, against the powerful Goliath, or the military confl ict in the Gaza Strip (Operation Protective Edge) between Palestinians of the Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ), and the Israeli Army, of summer 2014. The fi erce fi ghting then conducted, also against civilian targets on both sides, was a military confrontation of mostly lightly armed Palestinian militants using rocket weapons clashed with an ultra-modern Israeli weaponry based on solutions using, predominantly, precision-guided munitions (PGMs) and stealth (low observable) technology related to network-centric warfare. In this classical approach, based on a paradigm developed in the 1970s, one that remained dominant until the turn of the twenty-fi rst century, and which is typical for studies in the history of wars and traditional armed confl icts (and discussed from a strictly military perspective of the sizes of involved military potentials), asymmetric warfare was understood as carrying out effective operations despite a substantial disproportion in military strengths as well as in the type and quality of weapons used by the opponents. Although modern security studies and, to a certain extent, the global debate on 'new wars ' has not yet developed one common, coherent concept of the term 'asymmetric warfare', after the attacks of 11 September 2001 there has prevailed a considerably narrow perspective of asymmetry in military affairs. In this paradigm asymmetric warfare is perceived and analysed in the context of dissimilarity in targets, which entails the transition of the area of operations, by forces posing asymmetric threats, from the traditional battlefi eld to an alternative space dominated by civilians as the main target of operations. 7 It is this type of asymmetry, defi ned in view of alternative military operations, different areas of military impact and relevant operational targets, that is the subject of this work. In great measure, such a perspective corresponds with the defi nition of asymmetric confl icts currently used worldwide in security studies and political science (or, politology) , 8 and also present in the normative acts of the North 6 Winn Schwartau, 'Asymmetrical Adversaries ', Orbis, xliv, 2 (2000), 197-204. 7 Franklin B. Miles, Asymmetric Warfare. An Historical Perspective (Carlisle Barracks, PA, 1999), 2-4; Steven Metz, 'Strategic Asymmetry', Military Review, lxxxi, 4 (2000) , 9-12; Roger W. Barnett, Asymmetrical Warfare: Today's Challenge to U.S. Military Power (Washington, DC, 2003) www.rcin.org.pl Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) that defi ne the asymmetric threats and asymmetric warfare. 9 However, the question is worth considering whether the building of a theoretical framework and concepts of asymmetric confl icts in complete disregard of the actual potentials of the belligerents is an apt and logical solution. In my opinion, one cannot deny the fact that in the historical perspective, the origins of the evolutionary process of development of asymmetricity in military systems were stimulated by challenges related to considerable and hard-to-balance disproportions in the forces the opponents had at their disposal. This was combined with possessing by the militarily and economically stronger opponent of a more technologically advanced armament. Therefore, I personally believe that the concept of asymmetry in military science and practice (and in akin areas), with its key notions of asymmetric confl ict/action, ought to combine, to an extent, elements of imbalance and disproportion in the military potentials characteristic of the belligerents, and the phenomenon consisting in the weaker opponent's strife to undermine the sources of the enemy's powerfulness through targeting its weak and/or vulnerable points. 10 The latter is delivered with use of non-standard strategies and methods that are in most cases aimed at the civilians and, quite importantly, are signifi cantly different from the modi operandi and procedures applied by the stronger party.
The Tatar art of war in the early modern period has been studied by historians since the early nineteenth century. It was discussed in the works of Polish, Russian, Ukrainian, British and American historians, among them Kazimierz Władysław Wójcicki, 11 Olgierd Górka, 12 27; Colin S. Gray, 'Thinking Asymmetrically in the Times of Terror', Parameters, xxxii, 1 (2001) 30 Most of the researchers focused mainly on analysing problems related to the size, combat capability and weaponry of Tatar troops, and not so much on the organisation of intelligence and logistics. Signifi cantly, to date, asymmetric operations present in Tatar warfare have not become a subject of interest and research among historians. Even if a certain uniqueness of the Tatar art of war was noticed by some researchers, they discussed it without realising its asymmetric character and with no attempt to explain the problem. Trying to understand the lack of refl ection on this important aspect of Tatar warfare in historiography, it is possible to draw an analogy to the approach characteristic for colonialism or Orientalism. Such an approach consisted in, for instance, contrasting Eastern barbarism with the civilised European methods, and in a general belittling of the Tatar military system as an effi cient war machine. 34 and Grand Crown Hetman Stanisław Jan Jabłonowski. 35 The authority elite of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were obviously aware of the unconventional style of military actions pursued by Tatars against civilians. This is attested by an excerpt of a warning uniwersał ('universal proclamation') issued by King Sigismund III on 20 September 1618, which in the face of the impending Tatar invasion, summoned the nobility of the Ruthenian palatinate to take proactive action against the Tatars -for, the king emphasised, "this is about the wealthes and treasuries of Youre Allegy[ance] and Loya [ltie] , about the wives and the little-ones and even the selves". 36 In my opinion, the nature of the Tatar way of waging war was shaped in large degree by the action nowadays referred to as asymmetric warfare.
37 This is mainly due to the fact that the nature of confl icts generally determines the kind of tactics used by military forces.
Among the indicators of such asymmetric military operations was a tendency to avoid close combat against regular enemy troops, be it the Crown army, county or private units (especially in urbanised 33 An unconventional relation of Tatar warriors to local civilians, and a specifi c character of their military actions during operations in enemy territories, can be seen in a painting from the refectory of the former Jesuit monastery in Jarosław, made in 1731 by Adam Swach. 43 The painting shows an attack of Tatar warriors on a church, and peasant huts already set on fi re in the vicinity. 44 According to the local tradition, recorded in 1581, during one of such raids in the fi fteenth century the church was stormed by Tatars who placed brush-wood along its walls and set the wooden building on fi re in an attempt to seize it. However, they did not manage to do it and the sanctuary survived due to a heavenly intervention from the Virgin Mary of Jarosław. 45 Alongside the mass destruction of housing and vital infrastructure in targeted towns and villages, this type of asymmetric operations resulted also in capturing civilians into slavery. The phenomenon is brilliantly illustrated in a copperplate engraving by Dutch painter and engraver Romeyn de Hooghe, showing the Battle of Komarno that took place on 9 October 1672 between the Crown forces and retreating Tatar troops. 46 The piece captures a dramatic moment when a cavalry unit under the command of Grand Crown Hetman Jan Sobieski attacks Tatars trying with determination and 41 www.rcin.org.pl civilians as 'the enemy' proves that military actions undertaken by Tatars were of extremely asymmetric character, the proof being all the more meaningful as it comes from Tatars themselves and is frequently repeated in different contexts. An example of such evidence can be found in the following verse-written excerpt from Senai's chronicle: "The daredevils and the lions that hunt the enemy fomented a confl agration. The sphere of the skies was fi lled with blood; overcome with fear, the lot has forfeited its strength. The mouths of humans have lost the speech, the members of the lot have weakened with the effort."
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The quote also shows that the category of enemy functioned in the Tatar consciousness in its much broader conceptual sense than in the Christian legal doctrine pertaining to the rules of carrying out combat operations that dominated European early modern military thinking. 53 It obviously translated into a range of potential targets of attacks. Besides, the motifs of 'prey chasing' and 'hunting', rich spoils and gains acquired from raiding unbelievers are common in CrimeanTatar sources describing Tatar incursions into Christian countries and their communities.
III GEOPOLITICAL BACKGROUND OF TATAR PLUNDERING EXPEDITIONS AND THEIR ROLE AS A TOOL FOR EXERTING ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PRESSURE
Carrying out asymmetric operations by Tatar hordes over the period of several centuries was possible also because of a specifi c geopolitical 'ecosystem' prevalent in the early modern period on the vast areas of south-eastern Europe, with its complex historical and political, socioeconomic, and religious or ideological factors, as well as the open and insuffi ciently defended border between Poland-Lithuania and the Ottoman Empire until the beginning of the eighteenth century.
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Apparently, the historical legacy of the Mongol-Tatar hegemony in the thirteenth century and the dependence of later Ruthenian duchies on the Golden Horde must have been of particular importance. From the late fi fteenth century until the end of the seventeenth century, Crimean khans still regarded originally Ruthenian territories as their sphere of infl uence, even though the areas had already become an integral part of the Kingdom of Poland, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as well as the Grand Duchy of Moscow. For the Genghisids, plundering incursions of Tatar hordes turned out to serve as an excellent tool for fi scal management, aimed at controlling the Ruthenian lands which were already then part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and their inhabitants over a longer period of time. Closely related to this is the phenomenon of Tatar raids perceived as a form of alternative communication, as is exertion of political impact on the authorities of the Commonwealth and the Grand Duchy of Moscow by using not only military means but also instruments of economic pressure -a perspective so far overlooked by historians. The capability of Tatar troops to conduct military expeditions reaching far beyond their own territories constituted a perfect tool used by Crimean khans to enforce customary payments (pişkeş ve hazine), that is, tributes that Polish and Muscovite rulers were de iure obliged to send to the Giray dynasty.
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It is worth stressing that part of the political practice of the Girays as Crimean khans, carrying out incursions into the territories of Poland-Lithuania and the Tsardom of Russia, was legal activity justifi ed in cases when the rulers of these states failed to pay due tributes (bölek, virgü, pişkeş) Khanate, 586, no. 10; 616, no. 15; 631, no. 17; 699, no. 26; 734, no. 31; 784, no. 35; 858, no. 46; idem, 58 At this point, an excerpt is worth quoting from a letter called 'ahdname, sent by Khan Inayet Giray on 29 June 1635 to King Władysław IV Vasa of Poland, in which the khan explained that in case of the king's failure to pay the ordinary tributes guaranteed by treaties, Tatars would respond with military campaigns aimed at acquiring a large number of slaves and animals: "And, should it be the case that, according to the old practice and the resolution from thee, our Brother, donations and moneyes have been sent not …, I, Inaiet Giray the khan, having transferred my army to thine state, would order to desolate [the land in] the summer and winter, and having entered with a hundred-thousand Tatars into thine entire intact state, with help of God, and this be witnessed by our Prophet, militating thine demesne with fi re and sword, having taken the little and the grand into slavery, reckoning per each Tatar one captive and one calf: thou do adjudicate whether this might render not more than those donations which are meant to be given from thee."
59 It was thus a clear message that in the event that the Polish authorities fail to pay the dues, none of the inhabitants of the south-eastern lands of the Commonwealth will be safe and the consequences and material costs of the planned Tatar raids will be most severe.
Letters in a similar tone were written to King Władysław IV 64 In early modern period, it was an area of strategic importance, located at the foot of the Carpathians, in the region called San-Dniester Plateau [Polish: Płaskowyż Sańsko-Dniestrzański] . 65 According to a synopsis of the letter from the leader of the Budjak Horde (as compiled by Zygmunt Abrahamowicz): "On entering into the peace treaty with Sultan Osman, near Hotin, the King pledged that he shall offer contributions to the Porte and shall prevent the Cossacks from any outrages. None-the-less, the King has not kept the promise, it being not known what his desire is, or why he is acting thus inappropriately. In the event that the King would explain his reasons by saying that Cossacks are reavers who are not willing to listen to him, whilst they would keep setting sail on the Black Sea and devastating the Sultan's dominion, then hundreds of thousands of brave servants of the Sultan shall be ready, even without consent from the Sultan, or the Great Vizier, to go in defence of the faith and the state to where the horses may carry them. Should he fulfi l his promises, then Kantemir Pasha shall not allow the Tatars to invade Poland, and then both of the parties shall leave peacefully and in friendship; should he, however, refuse, then the Pasha shall also demonstrate what he is capable of, and then his incursions will go as far as the White Sea. A mere casual analysis of selected sources shows that these forays were also used by Tatars instrumentally as an alternative way to get their political message across and as a means to exert their infl uence on the authorities of the Commonwealth and its noblemen through widespread destruction in the vital infrastructural targets and significant demographic losses.
66 From this point of view, the asymmetric operations conducted by the Tatar forces can be interpreted as a form of indirect terrorist approach based on exerting politico-economic pressure on various decisive groups in order to force them to make certain decisions, weaken their political will, and achieve strategic objectives. Ergo, Tatar terrorist plundering operations were extremely important with regard to communication, and their consequences in the material and demographic domains served as specifi c generators of messages to selected recipient groups. As such, the incursions of Crimean and Budjak Hordes contributed to the development of multi-faceted socio-political relations inside the community of the Commonwealth's noblemen, which often confi rmed the effectiveness of the Tatar military missions as a tool of political pressure.
67 Last but not least, asymmetric warfare was for Genghisids an ideal instrument for demonstrating their capability of aggressive military power projection and their political power. 66 Gliwa, 'O wojskowości', The reasons for conducting by the Tatars of asymmetric operations also included fundamental disproportions in social and economic development between fairly well-off sedentary Christian communities, living mostly of farming, and poor, yet in great measure militarised, societies in arms, nomads and half-nomads with kinship-based social organisations, who made their living of grazing and breeding animals and who rarely worked the land or grew fruit. 68 However, it is worth remembering that, as pointed out by Anatoly M. Khazanov, the economic and social 'backwardness' of the nomads forced and created the conditions for a sort of military superiority over sedentary population.
69 These striking differences in the standards of living and styles of life present in the borderland area of the so called Great Cordon 70 constituted factors that facilitated the confl ict between these two groups of people and were among the causes behind the specifi c system of 'war economy', based on violence and slave trade as an important source of income for the Crimean Khanate's economy in the early modern era. 71 The above-mentioned plundering operations based on asymmetry were a powerful means in the exploitation and in 68 www.rcin.org.pl the military and economic activities carried out by the Tatars in the south-eastern palatinates of the Commonwealth. The importance of predatory long-range expeditions conducted by the Tatar hordes into the territories of neighbouring countries -as an important branch of the Crimean economy providing permanent infl ux of the skilled workforce, which generated considerable transfers of cash -was attentively observed not only by the tribal aristocracy (the karaçi beys and noble clans) but by the local population in its entirety. 72 The differences appearing between the people of nomadic or semi-nomadic lifestyle and sedentary communities deepened as the borderline of two geo-botanical zones went through the borderland.
73 Afforested areas and lands of agricultural use, pretty well populated, were predominant in the north; more southwards, an area stretched that was mostly covered by an extremely low-populated steppe. An interesting border zone functioning in early modern period can be regarded today not only as one of Europe's most important discontinuity spaces -not only in a geopolitical or geo-botanic sense but also as a zone of civilisational fracture.
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The above-mentioned disproportions in socio-political development grew in the broad borderland zone between the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the Ottoman Empire and the Crimean Khanate due to fundamental intercultural differences creating the dramatic ground of 'clash of civilisations'. It has to be borne in mind that from the Tatar perspective, their violent behaviour and involvement in plundering operations in the territories of Christian states was motivated not only by a great opportunity to quickly and considerably raise their material status but it also had a religious meaning carrying with it important ideological values. In this way was promoted successfully the idea of warriors fi ghting against unbelievers in their own land defi ned in the Islamic religious law as the House of War (Darü'l-harb).
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A more or less deliberate reception of the Holy War ideology by the ghazi warriors [i.e. fi ghters of the Islamic faith] who participated in religiously legitimated military expeditions against the territories of northern neighbours combined with the above-mentioned fi nancial, material and spiritual motivations, led to concrete actions and violent behaviours towards local non-Muslim (mainly Christian) non-combatants. All these factors resulted in the asymmetric character of Tatar operations, marked by high coherence and effi ciency. The intensifying asymmetrisation processes observable in Tatar warfare in the seventeenth century were in fact an outcome of various disproportions and the lack of balance with regard to all civilisational and socio-cultural phenomena typical for sedentary communities and Tatars who lived, to a greater or lesser extent, a nomadic life; it also resulted from the proceeding decline of the Tatar art of war (as compared to the fi rst half of the sixteenth century), which, among other things, manifested itself in an almost entire disappearance of fi rearms from usage.
77 This was particularly evident in the military operations conducted by the Tatar troops of the Budjak Horde. Among the most important characteristics of asymmetric operations carried out by Tatar hordes were high unpredictability and secrecy till the moment of attack, as well as the high mobility of Tatar cavalry combined with their operational speed, a wide range of impacts in terms of area, the total character of actions, and the excellent synchronisation of units operating in a nonlinear way and mostly in rural areas, using the means of psychological infl uence. In general, it can be stated that operations of this sort encompassed and were concentrated in a civilian environment -and thus, in the non-military sphere -directly hitting the vulnerable economic infrastructure and demographic resources of the targeted area in a given country.
The unpredictability and, combined with it, secrecy of Tatar operations was a serious hindrance in undertaking effective defensive measures against such an unconventional danger. The aforesaid Polish commanders highly valued the operational aspect of the manoeuvres executed by the Tatar troops. In a warning declaration issued at the fi eld camp near Żabińce (Zhabyntsi) on 26 September 1629, Stanisław Lubomirski, Palatine of Ruthenia, wrote: "the adversarie is allways perpetrating a delaye so great, against their tyme, and so doe they weave their waye, for, once engaged onto the Kutchman route, I have bene informed that they had crossed-over unto the Wallachian land, below Raszków, 84 acrosse the Dnyester, in the past weeke."
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The movements of Tatar troops in the last phase before a plundering raid resulted from the fact that in the centre of attention of Crimean and Budjak commanders and tribal chieftains, who followed the best traditions of the Mongol-Tatar art of war, was information and intelligence warfare based not only on obtaining information about the deployment, dislocation and plans of the enemy's units but als on producing information noise and 'fog of war' and thus deliberately misleading the opponent's intelligence with regard to the actual aim of the operation. Having received the message, the Tatars were able to fully utilise its value, plundering and looting with impunity vast areas of the Palatinate of Ruthenia, which Żółkiewski admitted in his declaration dated 14 September 1615.
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A very interesting modus operandi applied by the Crimean and Budjak taskforces in most of the Tatar raids into the south-eastern parts of Poland-Lithuania in the early modern period is worth noticing: the Tatars approached the Commonwealth's borders in moonless nights and then effected their raids under full moon. The phenomenon is based on the pursuit of the Tatar commanders to stealthy approach the Tatar cavalry units at the border zone and to begin the fi rst stage of military actions outside Poland-Lithuania under the cover of moonless nights (during new moon periods, in complete darkness). 91 This type of proceeding refers to a broad set of tactics aimed at hindering the Tatar units by the enemy forces, once their location was detected, thus causing an element of surprise prior to the attack, reducing the intensity of the resistance offered by the local population and facilitating the acquisition of captives. The procedure that sought to ensure secrecy and concealment undoubtedly can be described as a kind of stealth tactics. Evidence demonstrating how frequently this solution was 87 the Tatars] have already returned, or trailed to Moscow, onely then would they move the army from those fi eldes in the night, for they w i l l i n g l y w a l k u n d e r t h e f u l l -m o o n e, after the month [emphasis -AG]."
92 Also worth mentioning is a letter of King John III Sobieski to Grand Crown Hetman Stanisław Jan Jabłonowski, written in Żółkiew (Zhovkva) on 20 January 1694. The king ordered the hetman to issue warning proclamations to the threatened population of the south-eastern parts of the Commonwealth, "so that t h e w e e k e r e t h e f u l l -M o o n a n d t h e s e c o n d a f t e r w a r d s [emphasis -AG] in this month the peopel wait in their cottages not, but rather, gather toegether at the fortresses, as many as could bee, together with everything". 93 Five days later, on 25 January 1694, in the wake of this letter, Jabłonowski issued a uniwersał warning that "at the very full-Moon of this same month, severe incursyons may be expected".
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The high mobility of Tatar light cavalry was a basic tool in the military power projection used by the Crimean and Budjak Hordes in a selected theatre of war. 95 It is worth noticing that the capability of quick relocation and ability to hit multiple strikes, as characteristic of Tatar cavalry units, was also successfully used in carrying out nonlinear military operations, non-standard in terms of the traditional art of war, often throughout the width and depth of the operational area, and under conditions of considerable dispersion. 96 It was enabled by fortifi ed fi eld camps (Tatar: koş), from where the military forces were directly distributed. These bases played a key role of specifi c logistic and supply platforms where stolen goods, livestock (cattle, horses, sheep) and the most valuable slaves (Turkish: esir) were kept; Tatar troops would return there for safe retreat and 92 Sarnicki, Księgi hetmańskie, 431. 93 BCz, TN, ref. no. 184, p. 69. 94 Ibidem, ref. no. 2699 IV, fol. 193v. 95 In contemporary political sciences and security studies, the term 'military power projection' refers to the abilities of a state to carry out effective 'expeditionary warfare' beyond its own territory as one of the means of infl uencing decisionmaking processes in international relations. www.rcin.org.pl relaxation after a plundering operation; the units would get regrouped and rotated. 97 The functioning of these camps increased the mobility and fl exibility of Tatar cavalry units, considerably expanding the range of their actual impact, and not only elevating their physical security in a hostile environment but also shaping the ability for Tatar warriors to keep the required psychological readiness for combat operation. An equivalent of these Tatar base camps as safe havens in contemporary military operations is the Forward Operating Bases (FOB), which were successfully used by U.S. troops during the two wars in Iraq, in 1991 (Operation Desert Storm) and in 2003 (Operation Iraqi Freedom).
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Carrying out operations under the conditions of considerable dispersion paradoxically ensured increased security for Tatar cavalry troops, since destroying one or two torhaks (i.e., small cavalry detachments consisting of a few to a dozen riders) had no noticeable effect on the operational capability of the whole army, and additionally maximised the effi ciency of plundering actions. The strategy of conducting swift operations drew on the operational and tactical principles rooted in traditional Mongol-Tatar warfare, according to which the fundamental condition of military success is gaining advantage over enemy forces on the basis of mobility and operational tempo. There is no doubt that the thinking and acting of Tatar commanders resembled the principles propagated by the Chinese theoretician of war Sun Tzu, who wrote: "Let your rapidity be that of the wind, your compactness that of the forest. In raiding and plundering be like fi re, is immovability like a mountain. Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a thunderbolt." 99 The tempo of Tatar cavalry's actions was so high that their units were often unreachable for Crown, county and private formations responsible for defence against Tatar incursions. Such a situation took place not only in the initial phase of plundering operations, after entering Polish-Lithuanian territories, when the speed of Tatar troops was the highest, but also during their retreat, even though they were loaded with rich spoils such as cattle, horses, sheep and usually a great number of transported slaves. 100 A surprising speed of military operations conducted by Tatar troops was perceived in the headquarters of the Crown army. Jan Daniłowicz, Palatine of Ruthenia, Grand Crown Hetman Stanisław Żółkiewski, and Grand Crown Hetman Stanisław Jan Jabłonowski all wrote about the nature of 'quick war', rapid pace and unpredictability of Tatar military actions. Daniłowicz warned the inhabitants of Red Ruthenia in his proclamation dated 24 October 1620, during one of the most terrible Tatar raids: "it was allready at the night-fall that mercyless fi res occurred in the vicinage of Lwów: this enemy rushed onto us so expeditiously that earlier had we seen the fi res than could hear about the assaulters."
101 Żółkiewski, in turn, wrote to Grand Crown Secretary Jakub Zadzik, in a letter from Bar dated 4 November 1618: "To vanquish the Tatars is allmost similar as when some one should wish to beat the byrds fl ying on the air."
102 Finally, Jabłonowski, in a letter of 26 September 1697 to King Augustus II, stated with a sense of helplessness: "wherefrom and whereto they come over, one can not know; and before the troopes move on towardes them, they have allready fl ed with the trophy."
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These messages demonstrate how severe the challenge posed by the struggle with Tatar troops was for Polish commanders.
A creative extension of the conception of swift military operations in Tatar warfare was the operational use of speed in order to arouse fear and panic among attacked communities. 104 High speed and covering long distances during daily marches was possible thanks to the traditional Mongol system of using several horses 100 Such a situation took place, for instance, on 20 to 22 February 1626 near Uście, when the major forces of the Crimean Horde under the command of Khan Mehmed III Giray fl ed from an ambush prepared by the quarter army led by Field Crown Hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski (Gliwa, Kraina upartych niepogód, ; or, in the winter of 1699, during an incursion of the Budjak Horde, when Tatars headed by nureddin Ghazi Giray Sultan managed not only to fend off several attacks of the quarter army but even to defeat some of them in the second battle of Martynów fought on 22 February 1699 (idem, 'Ostatni napad tatarski na ziemię przemyską w 1699 r. ', Studia Historyczne, xliii ,4 [2000] , 579-80).
101 TsDIAL, fund 5, op. 1, vol. 119, p. 1637. in shifts. 105 During plundering operations the system made it possible for Tatar quick-moving troops, operating in considerable dispersion in the vast area of the enemy's territory, to appear suddenly and almost at the same time. Such simultaneous attacks affecting large territories took place during several raids, such as the two Tatar raids  in 1621 106 and the Tatar-Cossack incursion of 1648 107 (these, and more, have been researched in depth by the author). Carrying out simultaneous actions at operational scale worked as a force multiplier in the perception of the people who eye-witnessed those operations, which produced a synergetic effect enhancing the effi ciency and relative military capabilities of Tatar forces. Therefore, in the witnesses' minds these circumstances were interpreted as a convincing proof of a considerable size of enemy forces. 108 In my opinion, these circumstances were one of the reasons why the historical sources from the early modern period tended to exaggerate numerical data concerning the size of the Tatar troops involved in military operations in the south-eastern territories of Poland-Lithuania.
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The preference of Tatar commanders for intensive military operations directed at civilian targets, and carried out simultaneously, in a considerable dispersion, on an area of several to several dozen thousand square kilometres per each Tatar cavalry build-up, resulted in a total character of the danger. It could be seen during the biggest plundering expeditions, such as the Tatar raids of 1621, 1624, 1648 and 1672. An outcome of these unconventional solutions was the nonlinear character of military missions at the operational and tactical levels, which considerably blurred the dividing lines between the modes of war (not only between the exact war zones), supply bases and territories remaining under the opponent's control, as well as between the environment of non-combatants, i.e. civilian people, and the classical area of military operations, dominated by armed soldiers. This is also a characteristic trait of asymmetric confl icts taking place in the last decades starting from the 1990s -for example, in the Gaza Strip and Palestine, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Chechnya, Afghanistan, Iraq, Darfur in western Sudan and, nowadays, in Syria.
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The total character of the danger posed by Tatar raids was noticeable already at the stage of operational planning. What I mean here is the policy of Tatar commanders that was based on a detailed planning: after the main forces leave their camp bases, simultaneous attacks reaching as deep as 120-140 km in three or four directions would be carried out, to engage and often paralyse the whole defence system of the assaulted territory. One example is the fi rst Tatar raid in the fi rst decade of September 1621, during which the Tatar cavalry units, split into three basic operational groups, left the main koş located between Kozłów (Kozliv), Zborów (Zboriv) and Jaryczów (presently: Yarchivtsi), with a mission to fulfi l their tasks in their respective zones of responsibility, which included the palatinates of Volhynia, Ruthenia, and Bełz.
111 Another case in point was Tatar troops' departure from the koş in Skniłów (Sknyliv) near Lwów on 7 October 1648 in view of conducting military operations reaching almost throughout the whole Red Ruthenian lands, as well as the palatinates of Lublin and Volhynia.
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During forays, Tatar troops used various destabilisation methods and techniques affecting the psychology of the attacked groups of people, thus directly enhancing the effi ciency of operations. The operational use of fear as an effective tool impact on population targeted areas plays a key role in Tatar art of war and also had a great symbolic signifi cance which infl uences the perception of the Crimean khans as powerful rulers in the religious and ideological dimensions. This is confi rmed by a fragment of a congratulatory poem found in the chariots of Khan Djanibeg II Giray abandoned in the Dniester River during the winter incursion of 1626, reading as follows: "Once they heard that the great khan was going to war, they were fryghtened immediately in their soule, the Christianity [i.e. Christians]. The enemyes' hearts, how may they have no fear of the emperor, with thine sabre, whilst dread and shiver has overwhelmed so many!" 113 Among the crucial and spectacular elements of asymmetric warfare carried out by Tatar troops was the military tactic based on aggressive visualization of their presence in a given area through deliberate fi res, which is known as mass arson. 114 It is worth noting that between the years 1620-9 alone, in the Land of Przemyśl, Tatars burnt down a total of at least 11,908 peasant cottages, 304 mills, 331 inns, and fi fty manor houses. As a result, over 50,000 people (approx. 16 per cent of the region's population) lost their homes, which was in fact a serious humanitarian crisis. 115 These brutal actions had a double function, in the operational and tactical dimension. In the former case, they were used as a kind of recognition and quick communication signal, to inform about the presence of Tatar units and about the operations carried out in a given area, enhancing the economy and effi ciency of the engaged forces. 116 In the latter case, they constituted an extremely effective tool for exerting psychological pressure on civilians, intended to arouse chaos, panic and fear across the community. In parallel, these 'Tatar frights' (Polish: trwogi tatarskie), so called by contemporary observers, facilitated the procedure of capturing people into slavery. 117 This was possible because the peasants escaping from the burning houses became an easy catch for the Tatars who hunted them. 118 This tactic can be perceived as an instance of violence used as a tool to enhance the functionality and effectiveness of Tatar cavalry units under their charge. Such operations can be compared to the present U.S. 'shock and awe' military doctrine that consists in a spectacular manifestation of power paralysing the enemy's will to fi ght. 119 In this context, an excerpt from an account by a young girl from the village of Morawsko near Jarosław, who was an eyewitness to the Tatar strike into her home village in October 1672, is worth quoting: "I could see the villages and our village of Morawsko burning; the forests burning also; the people escaping, screaming and crying, with their children and cattle, to the Chłopice forest where there was a Chapel of Our Lady the Miraculous, in the Chłopice wood." 120 This testimony is an important source telling us about the way civilian people perceived Tatar attacks, and what effect these attacks had on the psychology of the assaulted population in the rural areas. This effect tended at times to be pretty severe, causing panic amongst the populace that dwelled during the incursion in large urban areas equipped with effi cient defence systems. The events occurring in Lwów in the course of the Tatar invasion in October 1620, as reported by the local archbishop Jan Andrzej Próchnicki, 121 offer a good example of such situation. As a result of Tatar operations, both seasoned fi ghting soldiers and ordinary civilians frequently experienced during the Tatar raids a dramatic display of afterglow shimmering across the night skyline. 123 Similar references preserved in archival sources leave no doubt as to the nature of this mechanism.
Another element of Tatar asymmetric operations, extremely traumatising for the assaulted rural population, was deliberate terrorising and threatening of people through demonstrative murders. It is worth taking a look at the effects of such actions in a micro-historical perspective. During an incursion of the Budjak Horde in June 1623 into the Land of Przemyśl, in fourteen villages of the Zamch estate belonging to the family Zamoyski, the Tatar nomads killed a total of 71 peasants, including seven women who were beheaded; and during the subsequent raid, less than a year later, nineteen peasants were murdered and 636 people taken into captivity, in the same area. 124 The fact that during the second raid three children were drowned in the San River by their parents, in the villages of Krzeszów and Kamionka, indicates how extremely effective these operations aimed at terrorising local communicates were.
125 These tragic decisions were motivated by the peasants' panic and overwhelming fright of the Tatars and a paralysing fear of getting into slavery, which was commonly perceived as worse than death. 126 Incidents of attacks on towns combined with mass killing of their residents appeared, though rarely -just to mention the strike on a small urban hub of Bóbrka (Bibrka) in the Land of Lwów in 1618, where Tatar warriors killed 403 local residents and abducted another fi fty. 127 A similar tactic intended to intimidate local peasantry was used by the troops of the Crimean Horde in the autumn of 1648, during their raid into the Land of Lwów. According to Andrzej Stano's testimony given on 28 May 1649 before the castle court (Polish: sąd grodzki) in Lwów, during the invasion Tatar raiders murdered twenty-fi ve people in Pohorce (Pokhortsi), thirteen in Podolce (Podoltsi), sixteen in Tuligłowy (Tuliglove), and killed as many as eighty-three peasants in Koniuszki (Konyushchky).
128 It should be emphasised that during the Khmelnytsky rebellion the Tatars often conducted violent actions of this type even against the Ruthenian townspeople and Ruthenian clergy of the Orthodox Church. A good example was a terrible event that happened in Żywotów (Zhivotiv) in the fi rst half of June 1648. When the Tatars began approaching the city, the Orthodox priests came out to meet them in a solemn procession as allies, holding banners and incensories. Ignoring the alliance fi xed with the Zaporozhian Cossacks, the Tatar horsemen took the astonished popes in captivity and killed the others. 129 In my opinion, this incident clearly shows the pragmatism of the proceedings applied by Tatar hordes in the asymmetric warfare and, generally, in military affairs. Worth quoting is also an excerpt from an offi cial report concerning Tatar operations during the winter incursion of the Budjak Horde into the area of Stryj starosty in February 1699. As Jan Malewicz, the mayor of Stryj, and a city councilor Mikołaj Dąbek, testifi ed before the Przemyśl castle court: "The estates of the entire starosty of Stryj, and the villages nominated above and belonging to the starosty, through the invasion of the Tatar army that, with all of their might, in the month of February, on the day 17th, having invaded upon those estates and installed them selves into a koş [i.e. enclosed and guarded camp], and for the whole of the three days [of] Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday wracking those estates with fi re and sword, they could come upon subjects of both genders [including] people [i.e. adults], children, retinue, and whom ever else, by their sudden and unexpected burst into there, taking into captivity, killing cruelly, wounding, crippling, binding, and lashing the others." 130 The testimony of Katarzyna Kolasa from the village of Morawsko near Jarosław, who was abducted by the Tatars into slavery as a young girl, sounds even more terrifying: "My father was killed by a black Tatar with an axe, and he took me and my mother away, in the pasture they divided us into several huddles. Me and my mother were separated amidst our weeping and yelling. And I saw my mother no more ever since. Mother had both of her hands bound with perches on her back and I was bound into one huddle with the other such little girls like I was then."
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Another practice that was on the military agenda of Tatar commanders, and was frequently resorted to, was attacking the same villages, already robbed and wasted, repeatedly. Not only did such actions increase the opportunity to capture more people when they were returning home from peasant strongholds, local fortresses and different sheltering posts after the fi rst raid, but they also, seemingly, resulted in the attacked group's feeling of losing control over their fate, which intensifi ed the psychological effect. As an example, in an autumn Tatar foray of 1620, the Tatars successfully attacked the central part of the Ruthenian Palatinate, raiding into it twice in a row at an interval of a few days. 132 As Palatine of Sandomierz Zbigniew Ossoliński wrote: "… the Tatar murzas instantaneously fell into our Pokuttya, 'cross the Dniester, unawares, unto the incautious cityzens, encountering them with the wives, with the children at their houses, destroying every thing with sword and by plundering, and since the great terror in our people prevented the bare sword from exhibiting, they unrestrainedly walked deeply into the land, loading innumerable harvest upon them selves, which they deposited in Wallachya, and several tymes returned." 133 A similar tactic was used during a raid in June 1624 into the western part of Red Ruthenia, where two waves of Tatar cavalry attacks were consecutively launched. www.rcin.org.pl
fuit." 135 The described pattern of Tatar operations was a common practice and, as such, it was refl ected in the folk tradition and collective memory of people living in the south-eastern territories of the Crown, for centuries at the risk of attack by riders from the steppes of Kipchak. 136 Let us emphasise that characteristic of the described unconventional Tatar warfare was double asymmetry, referring not only to fundamental disproportions in the military potential (power asymmetry), i.e., classical military asymmetry, but also to the nature and choice of the primary targets of military operations -that is, concentrating the operational effort in the civilian space (asymmetry in space). In operations of this kind, civilian population of the rural area, their material assets, as well as poorly fortifi ed objects that traditionally had little or no protection -the so called soft targets, such as villages and suburban settlements, or, occasionally, unfortifi ed towns -were of primary importance for Tatars. 137 It can be stated that these actions were in fact population-centric warfare. 138 During such operations, Tatars commonly used a wide range of destabilisation techniques, such as targeted killing and looting, raping, torturing and abducting civilian people, deliberate and indiscriminate damaging of houses and economic infrastructure, and burning down sacral buildings, all aimed at intimidating local communities and increasing anxiety under attack. This type of military operations, even though with no direct reference to Tatar warfare, has recently been defi ned by Rupert Smith as "a war amongst the people": this, in my opinion, refl ects to a considerable extent the nature and specifi city of Tatar actions during their raids into the territory of Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and other neighbouring countries. 139 
VI EFFECTS OF ASYMMETRIC OPERATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE TATAR HORDES
One of the outcomes of accepting and implementing the conception of asymmetric military operations by Tatar commanders was usually an extremely large scale of war damage concentrated mainly in rural areas. A particularly interesting example in this context is from the Land of Przemyśl, located in the western part of Ruthenian palatinate.
Covering an area of 12,070 square km, the said Land was among the richest and most densely populated regions of the Commonwealth at the beginning of the seventeenth century. 140 Studies on war damage in the area of the Land of Przemyśl in the perspective of the whole seventeenth century showed that, as a result of a dozen Tatar raids carried out between 1618 and 1699, the economic potential of the region decreased by approx. 80 per cent as compared to its condition at the beginning of the century. This situation was brought about by at least 2,480 indiscriminate attacks of Tatar troops on rural settlements and sixty-six strikes on urban areas, all of which were recorded in fi scal or tax-related documents. 141 The attacks represented as many as 85.4 per cent and 71.7 per cent, respectively, of all the raids on rural and urban areas launched by enemy troops in the seventeenth century in the Land of Przemyśl. The most severe losses were infl icted in the 1620s, as a result of a spate of extremely destructive Tatar forays which led to the devastation of over 40 per cent of the region's economy. 142 In the said decade alone, a total of 1,095 raids on villages were recorded, which represented over 44 per cent of all the attacks reported for the seventeenth century, along with eighteen raids on urban areas, which represented 27 per cent of all the attacks reported. 143 Resulting from the systematic Tatar expeditions in this period, the area of arable land decreased by 4,241 łans, i.e., ca. 68,000 ha, which represented ca. 47 per cent of the total area of cultivated arable land (excluding the arable land in manorial farms) in the territory of the Land of Przemyśl in the pre-war period.
144 Considerable damage was infl icted to the Land as a result of Tatar-Cossack attacks on the territories of Red Ruthenia in the autumn 1648, which affected 426 villages and 15 urban centres in the area. 145 A Tatar operation in October 1672, carried out during the Polish-Ottoman war, caused even larger damage, infl icting 867 villages and 32 towns, i.e. 93 per cent of all the rural settlements and 97 per cent of all the urban centres in the territory. 146 Less damage was infl icted by the last large Tatar intrusion of the seventeenth century, in winter 1699, which affected mainly the south-eastern part of the region.
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An extremely important outcome of asymmetric operations carried out by Tatars -this aspect being poorly recognised, if not neglected, by historians -was the phenomenon of delocalisation of war damage, consisting in the moves of the largest damage zones.
148 Among the causes potentially analysable in rational categories was the character and specifi city of Tatar operations, which in certain periods included precisely planned, sequential, and systematic wasting and plundering of individual areas in the south-eastern territories of Poland-Lithuania in the course of subsequent military operations. For example, in the 1620s the Land of Przemyśl was a target of eight Tatar invasions, six of which reached as far as the central part of the region, while the other predatory missions gradually swallowed up almost its entire area. As a result of this well-thought-out and refi ned strategy, the zones of the severest damage permanently shifted from southeast to northwest as the attacks culminated in 1624; afterwards, by the mid1620s, they got resettled in their original locations. A detailed spatial analysis of the damage has shown that the attacks of Tatar hordes concentrated in the area stretching from Jarosław, via Przemyśl, up to Sambor, which was a territory characterised by the highest population density (of, roughly, 40 people per 1 sq. km) and the greatest economic potential. Ergo, the command of the Crimean and Budjak Hordes paid particular attention to the penetration of, specifi cally, the Land of Przemyśl as the demographic and economic backbone of the country, already in the planning phase of the plundering operation.
To sum up this thread, the severest damage to the economic potential of the Land of Przemyśl was infl icted by the Tatar raids of 1624, 1648 and 1672, all of which were highly asymmetric operations whose effect on the economy can be described as transformative. Interestingly, the destructive character of Tatar operations in those expeditions so strongly affected the community's perception that peasant communities began telling time by referring to these Tatar forays. A record from 1680, found in the registry book (księga gromadzka) of the village of Czarna near Rzeszów, can be provided here as an example, with the property rights of peasants described as follows: "and so, after the fi rst [1624], the second [1648] , and also the third Tatars [1672] , and after the various incursia untill this time, have they settled them selves, crofts, cottages."
149 Similar mentions were found also in the records of the vogt-and-council court (sąd wójtowsko-ławniczy) of the village of Markowa near Łańcut, where as of 18 April 1714 the right of a certain Marcin Jarosz to possess a piece of empty land was thus confi rmed: "… into which emptyness no-body has built things by closeness, since it has remained emptyness since the fi rst Tatars". 150 The village registry book of Łukawiec near Rzeszów mentions as follows (1697): "The penn of Maciej Grunie, which was acquired by his parent Krzysztof on the second year after the fi rst Tatars, those that had preceded Khmelnytsky."
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The use of asymmetric strategies by Tatar hordes, so far overlooked by historians, constitutes an important part of research and analyses devoted to the old Tatar art of war. A closer look at the problem is crucial not only from a historical-military point of view but it is, seemingly, a question of much greater importance and gravity. The use of asymmetric warfare by Tatar hordes enables one, in my opinion, to explain why Tatar raids had such a devastating impact on the economies of the countries that were attacked. Our present knowledge of the consequences of these operations justifi es their perception as the major structural causes of the economic crises occurring across vast areas of East Central Europe in the early modern period, and the later backwardness of this part of Europe as compared to the West.
152 After all, the operations of Tatar units were a multidimensional and extremely wide-ranging phenomenon, not limited to the military space but affecting in great measure the economic environment, thus leading to signifi cant social and cultural changes in the targeted territories.
Asymmetric operations carried out by Tatars with the use of specifi c methods of psychological infl uence and targeted against civilian population resulted in specifi c religious and cultural discourses as a defence reaction to the traumatic experiences connected with Tatar strikes.
153 These discourses, with a social dimension to them, constituted a communication practice with a distinct and explicitly negative reference to the religiously and culturally alien Tatars, and played an important part in the processes of adaptation to existential risks that Tatar invasions in reality posed. 154 As it seems, a major factor contributing to such a perception of the risks was the asymmetric character of operations targeted against civilians, leaving an indelible mark also in the collective memory, and changing the cultural landscape of the vast areas of East Central Europe which were at that time within the striking range of Tatar cavalry raids. www.rcin.org.pl A number of elements of the Tatar art of war, such as stealth tactics, reconnaissance and intelligence activities on an operational scale, manoeuvring, a nonlinear and simultaneous character of operations throughout the area of operation, high mobility of cavalry units and their capability to relocate quickly, refraining from accumulation of forces in a given place to reinforce the effort and the effects of action, special attention paid to the maximum security of Tatar forces whilst economising on human resources, as well as the policy of organising fi eld camps -the so-called koşes, with their role as specifi c logistics and supply bases, all offer grounds for comparing the Tatar warfare -despite all the differences based on disproportions in technological capabilities -with the military operations of the turn of the twenty-fi rst century, carried out by what is now the greatest military powers and the world's highest developed countries. On the other hand, the style and character of combat missions conducted by Tatar hordes in the early modern period are comparable to the operations of today's terrorist groups. The characteristics and methods typical of asymmetric warfare that are shared by the historic Tatar forces and the present-day terroristic militant organisations or groups include the unpredictability of attack, the secrecy of military actions until the beginning of the attack or plundering operation, prioritising the strikes against soft targets, i.e. civilian populations and their resources, pursuing operations in non-military environment, using psychological instruments on a tactical and operational scale, and intensifying actions in areas where different civilisational circles meet. The course of the predatory invasions conducted by Crimean and Budjak Hordes in the early modern period proves that asymmetric warfare was entirely incorporated at the operational and tactical levels into Tatar military art of war.
As a conclusion of the discussion on asymmetric operations in Tatar warfare in the early modern period, one fi nds that the operations of Tatar forces can be compared to the recently increasingly popular concept of 'hybrid' warfare defi ned as military operations without a declaration of war, characterised by a simultaneously and adaptively employed combination of regular and irregular warfare, as well as terrorist tactics and criminal behaviour aimed at achieving political www.rcin.org.pl goals based on disruptive operations in the same time and battle space. 156 The asymmetric operations practiced by Tatar forces -consisting in the use of not only classical military tools but also a combination of political means and instruments as well as infrastructural objects and civil population-directed military actions, in the form of various macroeconomic consequences and pressures suggests that the system of Tatar warfare of the early modern period -formed a surprisingly modern mechanism that enabled Tatars to successfully achieve their political goals in international relations, and to continuously enhance the development, effi ciency and prosperity of the Crimean Khanate' economy. As has been demonstrated, the operations of Tatar forces during their raids against the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were a fairly unusual and uniquely modern phenomenon, in military and political terms; in fact, one that has eluded traditional evaluation by many generations of historians.
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